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Scholarly interest in so-called “paratexts” (texts which accompany other
texts and influence their use and understanding) has gradually grown after
the publication of influential studies by Jacques Derrida1 and Gérard
Genette.2 Various scholars soon became aware of the fact that books pub-
lished in the Early Modern Period are of specific relevance for the study
of these paratexts, because their form and effect changed significantly
owing to the alterations in the production and distribution of books after
the invention of the printing press.3 This statement is true for all sorts of
publications from the Renaissance, and so also for Renaissance editions
of music which regularly contain, besides the music itself, preliminary
texts. Nonetheless, it was not until the publication of Raimund Redeker’s
Lateinische Widmungsvorreden zu Mess- und Motettendrucken4 that the
world of musicologists paid sufficient attention to this important group
of texts. Redeker’s example was followed by Dagmar Schnell in 2002.5

Both studies discuss a relatively large selection of editions dealing with
music, dating from the first half of the sixteenth (Redeker) and the first

* I wish to thank my friend and colleague Charles Fantazzi for correcting my English.
1 Hors livre. Préfaces, published in La Dissémination (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1972).
2 Palimpsestes. La littérature au second degré (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1982) and

especially Seuils (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1987).
3 See — among others — Michel Jeanneret, ‘Présentation’, in André Gendre – Michel

Jeanneret (eds.), Prologues au XVIe siècle, special volume of Versants. Revue Suisse des
littératures romanes, 15 (1989), 3-5; Arnaud Tripet, Montaigne et l’art du prologue au
XVIe siècle, Études montaignistes, 9 (Paris: Champion, 1992), p. V and Deborah N. Losse,
Sampling the Book. Renaissance Prologues and the French Conteurs (London-Toronto:
Associated University Presses, 1994), p. 13.

4 Raimund Redeker, Lateinische Widmungsvorreden zu Meß- und Motettendrucken der
ersten Hälfte des 16. Jahrhunderts (Eisenach: Wagner, 1995).

5 Dagmar Schnell, In lucem edidit. Der deutsche Notendruck der ersten Hälfte des
17. Jahrhunderts als Kommunikationsmedium. Dargestellt an den Vorreden (PhD diss.
Berlin, 2002). A commercial version of this dissertation appeared in Osnabrück (Der Andere
Verlag) in 2003.
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half of the seventeenth century (Schnell). In order to lay the foundations
for further musicological study of preliminary texts, this paper discusses
their presence and language in a specific corpus of publications of poly-
phonic music of the second half of the sixteenth century, thus bridging
the gap between the studies of Redeker and Schnell.

For this purpose, a corpus of editions was selected and studied in detail.
The corpus consists of all motet editions by composers from the Low
Countries in the second half of the sixteenth century which are considered
to be Einzeldrucke (i.e. motet editions which are devoted to one single
composer). These limitations resulted in a collection of in total 261 edi-
tions, including 160 editiones principes and 101 reprints.6 I focus on
printed liminaria of a literary nature, consisting of dedication letters, poems
and notices to the reader, which contain the most relevant information for
the interpretation of the music they accompany. This implies that I do not
discuss other paratexts (such as title pages, indices, approbations or privi-
legia), nor elements which form part of a specific copy such as ex-libris
inscriptions, handwritten dedications, manuscript marginalia and the like.

After a short presentation of the studied corpus, I will elaborate on the
following questions: Are there preliminary texts in the editions belong-
ing to the corpus? If so, in which language are these preliminary texts
written and why did the author choose that specific language? What hap-
pens with the preliminaries if the volume is reprinted? Is there a pre-
ferred form of preliminary text? And, finally, who writes the dedication
for a motet edition in this period?

The corpus

The corpus under discussion has a specific relevance for a number of rea-
sons.7 In the sixteenth century the genre of the Latin motet, a primarily

50 DEMMY VERBEKE

6 The complete list of studied editions is presented in Demmy Verbeke, “Ad musicae
patronos” – Latijnse dedicaties en inleidende teksten in motettenbundels van componisten
uit de Nederlanden (ca. 1550 – ca. 1600), 4 vols. (PhD diss. Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
2005; fulltext version available at http://hdl.handle.net/1979/160), IV, 1-41. The said
dissertation contains, among other things, a critical edition, with Dutch translation and
extensive notes, of all Latin preliminary texts in the corpus under discussion.

7 See also Nele Gabriëls – Demmy Verbeke, ‘The Latin dedications of the motet edi-
tions of the Franco-Flemish polyphonists from the second half of the sixteenth century as
musical and literary sources’, published in Lias, 29 (2002), 153-156 and (slightly altered)
Acta Musicologica, LXXV-1 (2003), 134-135.
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religious composition setting to music a sacred, often biblical text, won
a privileged position within the genre hierarchy alongside the polyphonic
mass. Furthermore, composers from the Low Countries, who were active
as singers and chapel-masters both at home and abroad and whose works
were dispersed by the most renowned music printers of Europe, were the
authoritative representatives. The ever-growing success of printed editions
of music, the democratisation of the market for music and an overwhelm-
ing musical production provided a shift by 1530/1540 from anthologies
collecting the works of various polyphonists towards more and more edi-
tions devoted to one single genre and one single composer. These Einzel-
drucke originated most of the time in a different way than the antholo-
gies. The initiative to print the edition mostly came from the composer
himself, and the composer was more and more involved in the different
aspects of the production process. The preliminary texts in the editions
from the second half of the century therefore offer us more direct infor-
mation on the composer, his patrons, his contacts with printers, and so on.

To study the use of preliminaries in this demarcated corpus, I first had
to determine whether the editions which corresponded to the defined
terms contained preliminary texts or not.8 A complication, which will
come as no surprise to the musicologists studying music from this period,
is that almost all of these editions are not a publication of one book (as
is the case, for example, of a collection of poems or a historical work),
but the publication of a number of part-books which together form the
edition. My research has shown that the preliminary material in the dif-
ferent part-books is for the most part identical, but it does happen that
some part-books contain preliminary texts, and others not. An example
is the Liber quintus cantionum sacrarum of Pierre de Manchicourt from
1554 (M272).9 The dedication letter in this collection only appears in the
part-book of the tenor. In other cases, different preliminaries appear in the

PRELIMINARIES IN MOTET EDITIONS 51

8 This part of the research was conducted in collaboration with Nele Gabriëls. The col-
lections we are dealing with are only partially available in modern editions, in which
normally little or no attention is paid to possible preliminaries. Therefore, it was neces-
sary to trace all of the 261 editions and to try to determine, through the use of catalogues,
contacts with library staff and, most of all, collation of as many copies as possible, whether
they contain preliminaries or not and if so, which preliminaries appear.

9 I refer to the editions with their RISM-number, i.e. the number attributed to them in
Einzeldrucke vor 1800, Répertoire international des sources musicales – Internationales
Quellenlexikon der Musik – International Inventory of Musical Sources (Kassel-Basel-
Tours-London, 1971; henceforth: RISM). Bibliographical details of all editions discussed
in this paper are found in appendix.
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different part-books, e.g. in the Novae cantiones sacrae of Jean de Cas-
tro from 1588 (C1478). All part-books contain an identical dedicatory
poem, but tenor and bassus also offer a laudatory poem written by Jean
Polit, while the superius, altus and quinta pars offer an additional poem
by the composer himself. Because the liminary material in the different
part-books is not necessarily identical, it was obligatory (as far as possi-
ble) not only to trace and check an original copy of an edition, but also
to trace and check as many different part-books as was possible.

Another complication is that one obviously can only work with the
material that still exists today. I was able, for instance, to study the Liber
primus Rinaldi del Mel motettorum (M2193) and the Liber tertius
Rinaldi del Mel motectorum (M2194), but a Liber secundus is presumed
lost. The loss of certain collections can exceptionally be compensated
by older secondary literature. This is the case for a volume of Philippus
de Monte, entitled Sacrarum cantionum cum quinque vocibus… liber
sextus, printed in 1584. A unique copy of this edition was preserved in
the academic library in Gdansk (Danzig), but was destroyed during the
Second World War. I was still able to incorporate this volume, because
Georges Van Doorslaer already published a transcription of the dedica-
tion letter in his La vie et les oeuvres de Philippe de Monte.10 Of quite
a number of other editions, not all of the part-books have survived and
therefore it remains impossible to be certain about the presence of prelim-
inary material in the edition as a whole. An example is the Modulorum
quatuor, quinque et sex vocum liber primus (R1300) of Jean Richafort.
The preserved part-books of contratenor, bassus and superius contain no
preliminary texts. But it is possible that liminaria only appear in the tenor.
Since we only possess two pages of the tenor (namely pages 17 and 18),
I cannot determine with certainty whether this collection contained prelim-
inaries or not.

Presence and language preliminaries

When we look at the entire corpus of 261 motet editions, we come to
the conclusion that almost 40% (being 104 editions) do not contain any
preliminary material:

52 DEMMY VERBEKE

10 Georges Van Doorslaer, La vie et les oeuvres de Philippe de Monte (Hildesheim-New
York, 1980 = Bruxelles, 1921), pp. 265-266.
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This is quite a remarkable result, because most existing secondary liter-
ature claims that dedications and other preliminaries were an almost indis-
pensable feature of publications in this period.11 However, this conclusion
was primarily based on the study of publications of a philological or bel-
lettristic nature and takes too little account of publications of a different
sort (such as editions of music, almanacs, legal works, …).12

When we focus on first editions, the number of publications without
preliminaries drops significantly, but still one quarter of them appear
without a dedication or another text.

Sometimes we can conjecture a reason for the absence of prelimi-
naries, for instance in the case of Jacobus Vaet’s Modulationes quinque
vocum… Liber primus and Modulationes quinque vocum… Liber
secundus. In the year 1562, Vaet published two motet editions with
Gardano in Venice, the first one with a dedication letter, a poem to the
reader and a poem addressing the critics; the second one without pre-
liminaries. Because both editions were printed in the same year by the
same printer and because of the title of the publications, I believe that
they were considered to be sort of one edition in two volumes. In that
respect, it makes sense that volume one (V26) contains the preliminary
texts to the whole edition and that volume two (V27) does not have pre-
liminaries.
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11 See, for instance, Karl Schottenloher, Die Widmungsvorrede im Buch des 16. Jahr-
hunderts, Reformationsgeschichtliche Studien und Texte, 76/77 (Münster: Aschendorff,
1953); Sabine Vogel, Kulturtransfer in der frühen Neuzeit. Die Vorworte der Lyoner
Drucke des 16. Jahrhunderts, Spätmittelalter und Reformation. Neue Reihe, 12 (Tübingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 1999), p. 7; and Schnell, In lucem edidit, p. 8. See also the satirical Somme
Dédicatoire of Antoine Furetière in Le Roman Bourgeois. Ouvrage Comique (Paris: Jannet,
1854), I, 5 (p. 317).

12 Prof. Hubert Meeus (University of Antwerp) cited (in a personal conversation) a
number of characteristics of publications of the sixteenth century without preliminaries:
1) books with a specified public so that printer or publisher see no reason for advertising
or explanation 2) pamphlets or other ephemeral printings 3) books which are not considered
to be controversial or innovative.

entire corpus 261 editions 100%
(first editions + reprints) (160 + 101)

no literary preliminaries 104 39,8%

with literary preliminary texts 157 60,2%
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In the 157 editions which do contain liminary texts (as we just saw,
about 60% of the entire corpus), the use of Latin is overwhelming:

54 DEMMY VERBEKE

13 I only count the original dedication letters, personally signed by Orlandus Lassus,
not including identical reprints of these letters.

143

8
4 1 1

Latin preliminaries

Italian preliminaries

French preliminaries

Latin + French preliminaries

Latin + Greek preliminaries

EDITIONS WITH LITERARY PRELIMINARIES

In more than 90% of the cases, there is at least one Latin paratext involved.
A French or Italian preliminary text, without a Latin one, appears in only
12 editions of the 157 with preliminaries belonging to our corpus.

The dominance of Latin is of course connected with the fact that Latin
still was the lingua franca in the cultural world in this period. Generally
speaking, the authors also chose Latin because a dedication was a formal
occasion and because it was almost mandatory in the sixteenth century
that a public letter addressed to a person of higher rank was written in
Latin.

But an example taken from the dedication letters in editions of Orlan-
dus Lassus also proves that the content of the volume influenced the
choice for the language of the dedication. Orlandus Lassus signed a large
number of dedications in different languages, but of special relevance in
this context are his seven dedication letters addressed to the same patron,
Wilhelm of Bavaria13:
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As the table shows, five of the seven dedication letters are written in
Latin, one is written in German, and one is written in Italian. When we
have a closer look into the reasons why he uses different languages for
dedication letters to the same person, it becomes clear that his choice is
connected with the contents of the publication.14 A collection of German
songs has a German dedication, five motet collections with compositions
on Latin texts have a Latin dedication and a collection with villanelle,
moresche and other songs on Italian texts are preceded by an Italian dedi-
cation. The language of the dedication letter is thus connected with the
contents of the publication, and not so much with the dedicatee. It is there-
fore obvious that dedication letters to motet editions, with compositions on
Latin texts, will predominantly have a Latin dedication letter.
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14 There is one semi-exception to this general rule. The motet edition L843, which
appeared in Paris when the composer was there himself, does offer (as do the other motet
editions) a Latin dedication letter, but also a French laudatory poem on Wilhelm and his
wife, which is also signed by the composer.

author of dedicatee(s) language of
dedication dedication

letter letter

Neue teütsche Liedlein  Orlandus Lassus Wilhelm of Bavaria German
mit fünff stimmen (L814)

Moduli quinis vocibus Orlandus Lassus Wilhelm of Bavaria Latin
nunquam hactenus editi
(L843)

Fasciculus aliquot cantio- Orlandus Lassus Wilhelm of Bavaria Latin
num sacrarum quinque
vocum (L851)

Patrocinium musices… Orlandus Lassus Wilhelm of Bavaria Latin
prima pars (L857)

Liber mottetarum, trium Orlandus Lassus Wilhelm, Ferdinand Latin
vocum (L878) and Ernst of Bavaria

Novae aliquot… ad duas Orlandus Lassus Wilhelm of Bavaria Latin
voces cantiones (L902)

Libro de villanelle, Orlandus Lassus Wilhelm of Bavaria Italian
moresche, et altre canzoni,
a 4, 5, 6 et 8 voci (L930)
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The case of reprints

It is relevant to consider what happens with paratexts in reprints, espe-
cially because no less than 101 editions of the 261 editions which belong
to the studied corpus are reprints as far as the music is concerned.15

My research shows that the use of preliminaries in reprints is normally
quite straightforward: a vast majority of the reprints contain identical lim-
inary material compared to the original edition (that is, if the original had
no preliminaries, the reprint has none either; if the original edition had one
or more preliminaries, the reprint has the same preliminaries). If the reprint
does not repeat the preliminary texts which appeared in the original, they
are normally left out and the reprint appears without preliminaries.

There is one big exception to this general rule, namely reprints of the
work of Orlandus Lassus. In editions of Lassus, which are considered to
be reprints as far as the music is concerned, the liminary material of the
original is quite regularly altered, which makes the study of these reprints
a complex and unpredictable undertaking. There are, for instance, reprints
which appear with a new dedication letter, in which the reason for reprint-
ing the edition is explained. Sometimes, the dedication letter of the orig-
inal is reprinted, but a second letter is added with a similar explanation.

An interesting example is Lassus’ Fasciculus aliquot cantionum sacra-
rum, quinque vocum, nunc primum in lucem editus (L851), published by
Adam Berg in Munich in 1572. This is not, as the title page suggests, a
collection “primum in lucem editus”, but a reprint of the Moduli quinis
vocibus (L843), published the year before by Le Roy and Ballard at the
time that the composer himself was in Paris. In his dedication letter to the
Munich republication, Lassus explains that he himself has taken the ini-
tiative for the reprint, because he noticed that the first publication of this
music was not available in Germany. And since he had dedicated the first
version to Wilhelm, he decided to dedicate this reprint to the same person:

Illustrissimo atque excellentissimo Principi Guilielmo Comiti Palatino Rheni,
utriusque Bavariae Duci, etc. Domino suo clementiss[imo]
Illustrissime atque excellentissime Princeps, libros eos quos anno elapso
Lutetiae Parisiorum typis excudendos dederam, in hisce partibus plane igno-
tos, neque ullum eorum exemplar, praeter paucula illa, quae ipse ego mecum
inde attuli, ad nos perlatum esse video. Cum igitur Germanos singulari prope

56 DEMMY VERBEKE

15 In order to determine which editions are reprints as far as the music is concerned, I
relied on the information given in RISM and Horst Leuchtmann – Bernhold Schmid,
Orlando di Lasso. Supplement. Seine Werke in zeitgenössischen Drucken, 3 vols. (Kassel-
Basel-London-New York-Prag: Bärenreiter, 2001).
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animi affectu in me esse multis iam argumentis abunde cognoverim, facere
non potui quin hanc meam qualemcunque operam praelo denuo subiicerem
eosque illius redderem participes, idque sub Illustriss[imae] T[uae] Cel[situdi-
nis] nomine maxime, cuius honori prior quoque aeditio consecrata erat. Eidem
ut me pro summa ipsius in me benevolentia commendatissimum esse certus
sum, ita nihil unquam eorum quae efficere in eius gratiam potero, omittam.
Illustriss[imae] T[uae] Cel[situdini] addictissimus Orlandus di Lassus.

To the illustrious and elevated prince Wilhelm, paltsgrave at the Rhine, Duke
of both Bavarias, etc. his most clement Lord
Illustrious and elevated prince, I see that the books that I had published in Paris
last year are almost unknown in these parts and that no copy has reached us
except for the very few that I myself brought from there. Since I was fully
aware through many indications that the Germans are almost exceptionally
favourably-disposed towards me, I could not but trust this little work of
mine, whatever its worth, to the press again and share it with them, and
this specifically under the name of Your illustrious Excellency, to whose
honour the previous edition was also dedicated. As I very well know due to
your great kindness towards me, that you are very well-disposed towards me,
I shall leave nothing undone to manifest my gratitude to you.
Orlandus Lassus, very dedicated to Your illustrious Excellence.

Another example of what happens in reprints of Lassus’ music suggests
that paratexts were sometimes used to “falsify” an edition. An example
is the dedication letter of the Sacrae cantiones quinque vocum, first pub-
lished in 1562. This edition is within the limits of our corpus the most
popular edition, since it went through not less than fourteen reprints.16

All of these reprints, except for two which have no preliminaries, repeat
the dedication letter and the poem of the original edition. But the date and
place of the dedication letter is changed in the different versions. All edi-
tions which are printed at Nuremberg preserve the date of the original
“Nuremberg, June 1 1562”; but the reprints published in Venice alter the
original, first into “Nuremberg, November 1 1562” and later into “Venice,
November 1 1562”. I suspect that the original date was changed first to
create the impression that it was a first edition. Later reprints in Venice
afterwards also changed the place in order to complete the illusion.

Use of different forms of paratexts

Looking into the preliminaries published in the motet editions belonging
to the corpus, I have ascertained that different sorts of paratexts are used.
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16 Table (see p. 58) adapted from Leuchtmann – Schmid, Orlando di Lasso. Supple-
ment, I, p. 92.
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There are dedication letters, dedicatory formulas or poems, notices to the
reader, poems praising the art of music, poems praising the composer and
poems addressing the critics. Drawing up a list of the different sorts17, it
becomes immediately clear that a prose dedication letter is the most usual
and most important paratext in the studied corpus. In more than half of
the cases where at least one paratext is part of the edition, it is a dedication
letter and only a dedication letter. When there is more then one preliminary
text, it is almost always a prose dedication letter in combination with one
or more poems. In less than ten percent of the editions in question, there is
no dedication letter. This does not always imply that there is no dedication:
the letter can be, although rarely, replaced by a dedicatory poem or a ded-
icatory formula. Of the 157 editions belonging to the corpus which con-
tain preliminary texts, 151 contain at least one text with a clear dedicatory
function (letter, poem or formula). The remaining six only have a poem
praising the composer or a foreword addressed to the general public.

58 DEMMY VERBEKE

17 A complete overview of all the different paratexts and their combination in the stud-
ied corpus is listed in Verbeke, “Ad musicae patronos”, I, 35-36.

NUREMBERG GARDANO SCOTTO RAMPAZETTO

L768 L769

L775

L779
L785

L792 L793
L817

L821 L822

L832

L875
L880

L961 L963

?
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Authors of the dedication letters

Finally, I come to the question of authorship of the dedication. In other
words, who is responsible for the 151 editions in the corpus which are
dedicated to a specific person or group of people? Looking into the mat-
ter, we obtain the following numerical results:

PRELIMINARIES IN MOTET EDITIONS 59

Dedication (letter, poem or formula) TOTAL

151

written by the composer 126

written by the printer(s) and/or bookseller 12

written by the posthumous curator of the works of the composer 5

written by another person 8

It is obvious that only on rare occasions composers are not responsible
for the dedication themselves. This is an important difference with the edi-
tions of music in the first half of the sixteenth century, because these
were mostly anthologies dedicated by the printer or the compiler.

In the corpus under discussion, it is in the first place the composer
himself who chooses a specific dedicatee, writes (or perhaps more correctly:
signs) the dedication and most probably also collects the reward for the
dedication.

The table also shows that in five of the cases where the composer
does not write the dedication himself, he had a good reason not to do
so, namely because he was dead at the time of publication. The person
who dedicates the volume in place of the deceased composer each time
stresses that he/she was responsible for the collection and publication
of the volume, and put a lot of effort into it. Implicitly, this is a mes-
sage for the dedicatee that the edition is also partly the work of the edi-
tor and that he/she for that reason is also entitled to the acknowledgment
that the composer might have received for the dedication were he still
alive.

A revealing example of this strategy is the publication of the Cantiones
aliquot musicae (D1729), composed by Michael Desbuissons and printed
in Munich by Adam Berg in 1573. The title page already mentions the
fact that this is a publication of Desbuissons’ work, collected and edited
after his death by Johann Faber: “Cantiones aliquot musicae, quae (sic)
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vulgo muteta vocant, quatuor, quinque et sex vocum, authore M[agistro]
Michaële Carle Desbuissons, Flandro Insulano, serenissimi Archiducis
Austriae Ferdinandi cantore musico. Post obitum authoris collecta ac edita
per Ioannem Fabrum, eiusdem illustrissimi Principis cantorem”. There are
two Latin preliminary texts in this edition: a dedication letter, written by
Johann Faber and addressed to Ferdinand of Austria; and a laudatory
poem by the Dutch humanist Gerard de Roo. Johann Faber mentions in
his dedication how much effort he put into the collection of these works
and why he wanted to dedicate this volume to Ferdinand. The poem of
De Roo not only sings the praise of the composer, but also of the editor
of his work:

In musicas cantiones M[agistri] Michaelis Carle Desbuissons p[iae] m[emo-
riae] olim collegae atque amici pientissimi beneque meriti, decasti<c>hon
Gerardi de Roo, Batavi

Pieria quondam non ultimus arte Michaël
ingenii nobis haec monimenta dedit.

Qui primae postquam decessit flore iuventae,
iactura tanti Musica moesta viri,

5 “Ecquis erit,” dixit, “qui doctae munera venae
non sinet immundo pressa iacere situ?”

Audiit haec Faber et studio congesta fideli
edidit a Domini funere rapta sui.

10 Quisquis es Aoniis operatus rite Deabus,
his fruere et foelix semper utrique fave.

Michael, an important person in the art of music, gave us this monument of
his talent once. After he passed away in the bloom of his youth, Music
mourned the loss of such a man. “Will there be anyone who will ensure that
the fruits of such a great talent do not lie in squalid neglect?”, she asked.
Faber heard this, collected the works with faithful zeal en published what
he could save after the death of their author. You, whoever you are, who
faithfully honour the gods of Aonia (i.e. the Muses), enjoy these works and
show your favour to both of them (i.e. Desbuissons and Faber).

Another example of the “claims” of the posthumous editor of musical
works is the dedication letter in the Sacrarum cantionum… liber primus
(R737) of Jacob Regnart, published in Frankfurt in 1605. This is the only
letter in the entire corpus which is signed by a woman. Anna Regnardin,
as she calls herself, reminds the dedicatee that she has been left behind
with six children after the death of her husband, who served the family
of the dedicatee for many years. She explicitly asks him to support her
in her time of need:
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Consideranti autem mihi, cuius auspiciis eae tutissime prodire possent,
Ser[eni]tas V[estr]a occurrit, ob plurimas causas, praecipue vero, quod ipse
maritus meus nobilissimae et clarissimae Domui Austriacae pene a pueris
inter musicos servierit,… e vita migravit, me vidua, moerore atque tris-
titia plena, cum sex liberis relicta. Hosce igitur qualescunque mariti mei ad
Dei gloriam susceptos labores atque conatus Ser[enita]ti V[estr]ae qua pos-
sum animi demissione offero, dedico atque consecro, humillimeque oro
et supplico, ut me afflictam viduam liberosque orphanos pro innata Domus
Austriacae in omnes clementia et benignitate, suo patrocinio atque defensione
conservet, foveat ac tueatur.

Considering under whose protection these songs might appear safely, I
thought of Your Highness for many reasons, but especially because my hus-
band himself served, almost from childhood onwards, the very noble and
famous house of Austria as a musician … He passed away and left me
behind as a widow, full of sorrow and grief, with six children. So, with
the largest humility of spirit possible, I offer, dedicate and devote these
works and efforts, whatever their value, of my husband, undertaken for the
glory of God, to Your Highness. I humbly beg you that, by virtue of the
innate clemency and kindness of the house of Austria towards all, you may
safeguard, support and protect me and my orphans with your patronage and
protection.

Archival material proves that her request did not fall on deaf ears: Anna
did receive financial compensation for her loss and for the dedication of her
deceased husband’s work.

Conclusion

In order to determine the presence of preliminaries in (a group of) editions
of music from the sixteenth century, it is important to check the editions
as a whole, that is to say, all available part-books. The same remark holds
for reprints: it is wrong to assume that a reprint will merely repeat the
preliminaries of the original edition.

A motet edition written by a composer from the Low Countries from
the second half of the sixteenth century appears in approximately 60% of
the cases with at least one literary preliminary text. The vast majority of
these texts is written in Latin, which partly is determined by the content
of the publication: a motet edition containing compositions on Latin texts
is normally preceded by a Latin paratext.

When an edition contains a preliminary text, it is in the first place a
Latin dedication letter, sometimes in combination with a Latin text of a
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different sort. Most of these dedication letters are signed by the composer
himself. Rarely, a dedicatory poem or formula replaces the prose dedica-
tion letter and only by exception is a motet edition published with pre-
liminaries but no dedication.

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF THE RENAISSANCE

University of Warwick
UK – Coventry CV4 7AL
D.R.Verbeke@warwick.ac.uk

APPENDIX OF QUOTED EDITIONS

C1478 Jean de Castro, Novae cantiones sacrae quae vulgo motetta vocantur
cum quinque, sex et octo vocibus, auctore Ioanne a Castro Eburone,
serenissimi Ioannis Guilielmi, Iuliae, Cliviae, Montium, etc. Ducis,
musices Praefecto (Douai: Jean Bogard, 1588)

D1729 Michael Desbuissons, Cantiones aliquot musicae, quae (sic) vulgo
muteta vocant, quatuor, quinque et sex vocum, authore m[agistro]
Michaële Carle Desbuissons, Flandro Insulano, serenissimi Archiducis
Austriae Ferdinandi cantore musico. Post obitum authoris collecta ac
edita per Ioannem Fabrum, eiusdem illustrissimi Principis cantorem
(Munich: Adam Berg, 1573)

L768 Orlandus Lassus, Sacrae cantiones quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum
omnis generis instrumentis cantatu commodissimae, iam primum in
lucem editae, authore Orlando di Lassus (Nuremberg: Johann Berg –
Ulrich Neuber, 1562)

L769 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrea [sic] cantiones (vulgo motecta appel-
latae) quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis can-
tatu commodissimae, liber primus (Venice: Antonio Gardano, 1562)

L775 Orlandus Lassus, Sacrae cantiones quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum
omnis generis instrumentis cantatu commodissimae, iam primum in lucem
editae, authore Orlando di Lassus (Nuremberg: Johann Berg – Ulrich
Neuber, 1563)

L779 Orlandus Lassus, Sacrae cantiones quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum
omnis generis instrumentis cantatu commodissimae, iam primum in
lucem editae, authore Orlando di Lassus (Nuremberg: Johann Berg –
Ulrich Neuber, 1564)

L785 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones (vulgo motecta appel-
latae) quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis
cantatu commodissimae, liber primus (Venice: Antonio Gardano, 1565)
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L792 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones vulgo motecta appel-
latae quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis
cantatu commodissimae, liber primus (Venice: Girolamo Scotto, 1566)

L793 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones (vulgo motecta appella-
tae) quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis can-
tatu commodissimae, liber primus (Venice: Francesco Rampazzetto, 1566)

L814 Orlandus Lassus, Newe Teütsche Liedlein mit Fünff Stimmen welche
ganz lieblich zu zinge und auff allerlen Instrumenten zugebrauchen. Von
Orlando di Lasso F. Bay. Cappellmeister componirt und von im selbst
corrigirt unnd inn druck verfertigt worden (Munich: Adam Berg, 1567)

L817 Orlandus Lassus, Sacrae cantiones quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum
omnis generis instrumentis cantatu commodissimae, authore Orlando di
Lassus (Nuremberg: Theodor Gerlach (in officina Johann Berg †), 1568)

L821 Orlando di Lasso, Sacrae cantiones quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum
omnis generis instrumentis cantatu commodissimae, authore Orlando di
Lassus (Nuremberg: Ulrich Neuber, 1569)

L822 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones (vulgo motecta appel-
latae) quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis
cantatu commodissimae, liber primus (Venice: Antonio Gardano, 1569)

L832 Orlandus Lassus, Viginti quinque sacrae cantiones, quinque vocum, tum
viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis cantatu commodissimae,
authore Orlando di Lassus (Nuremberg: Theodor Gerlach (in officina
Johann Berg †), 1570)

L843 Orlandus Lassus, Moduli quinis vocibus nunquam hactenus editi Monachii
Boioariae compositi, Orlando Lasso auctore (Paris: Adrian Le Roy –
Robert Ballard, 1571)

L851 Orlandus Lassus, Fasciculus aliquot cantionum sacrarum, quinque
vocum, nunc primum in lucem editus, Orlando di Lasso authore, illus-
trissimi Bavariae Ducis Alberti musici chori magistro (Munich: Adam
Berg, 1572)

L857 Orlandus Lassus, Patrocinium Musices Orlandi de Lasso, illustrissimi
Ducis Bavariae, chori magistri, cantionum, quas mutetas vocant, opus
novum. Prima Pars. Illustrissimi Principis D[omini] Guilhelmi Comitis
Palatini Rheni, utriusque Bavariae Ducis liberalitate in lucem editum
(Munich: Adam Berg, 1573)

L875 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones (vulgo motecta appel-
latae) quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis
cantatu commodissimae, liber primus (Venice: sons of Antonio Gardano,
1574)

L878 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi de Lasso illustrissimi Bavariae Ducis Alberti
chori magistri, liber mottetarum, trium vocum, quae cum vivae voci,
tum omnis generis instrumentis musicis commodissime applicari pos-
sunt, summa diligentia compositae, correctae et nunc primum in lucem
aeditae (Munich: Adam Berg, 1575)
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L880 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones, vulgo motecta appel-
latae, quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis
cantatu commodissimae (Nuremberg: Theodor Gerlach, 1575)

L902 Orlandus Lassus, Novae aliquot et antehac non ita usitatae ad duas
voces cantiones suavissimae, omnibus musicis summe utiles necnon
tyronibus quam eius artis peritioribus summopere inservientes, authore
Orlando di Lasso, illustrissimi Bavariae Ducis Alberti musici chori
magistro, summa diligentia compositae, correctae et nunc primum in
lucem aeditae (Munich: Adam Berg, 1577)

L930 Orlandus Lassus, Libro de villanelle, moresche, et altre canzoni a 4, 5,
6 & 8 voci di Orlando di Lasso (Paris: Adrian Le Roy – Robert Ballard,
1581)

L961 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones, vulgo motecta appel-
latae, quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis
cantatu commodissimae (Nuremberg: Katharina Gerlach, 1586)

L963 Orlandus Lassus, Orlandi Lassi sacrae cantiones (vulgo motecta appel-
latae) quinque vocum, tum viva voce, tum omnis generis instrumentis
cantatu commodissimae, liber primus (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1586)

M272 Pierre de Manchicourt, Liber quintus cantionum sacrarum vulgo mo<te>ta
vocant, quinque et sex vocum a D[omino] magistro Petro Manchicurtio
Betunio insignis ecclesiae Tornacensis phonasco nunc primum in lucem
aeditus (Louvain: Pierre Phalèse, 1554)

M2193 Rinaldo del Mel, Liber primus Rinaldi del Mel mottettorum quae par-
tim quaternis, partim quinis, partim senis ac unum septenis, alterum
vero octonis vocibus concinuntur (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1581)

M2194 =1585/4 Rinaldo del Mel, Liber tertius Rinaldi del Mel motectorum
partim quinis, partim senis vocibus concinuntur (Venice: Angelo Gar-
dano, 1585)

R737 Jacob Regnart, Iacobi Regnardi, S[acrae] Caes[areae] Maiest[atis]
musici vice-magistri, sacrarum cantionum IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, X et XII
vocum, pro certis quibusdam diebus dominicis sanctorumque festivita-
tibus concinnatarum et tam viva voce, quam omni instrumentorum
genere decantandarum, liber primus, nunc primum in lucem editus
(Frankfurt: Wolfgang Richter by commission of Nicolaus Stein, 1605)

R1300 Jean Richafort, Modulorum quatuor, quinque et sex vocum, liber primus
(Paris: Adrian Le Roy – Robert Ballard, 1556)

V26 Jacobus Vaet, Iacobi Vaet Flandri modulationes quinque vocum (vulgo
motecta) nuncupatae, serenissimi Bohemiae Regis musicarum modula-
minum rectoris celeberrimi, liber primus (Venice: Antonio Gardano,
1562)

V27 Jacobus Vaet, Iacobi Vaet Flandri modulationes quinque vocum (vulgo
motecta) nuncupatae, serenissimi Bohemiae Regis musicarum modula-
minum rectoris celeberrimi, liber secundus (Venice: Antonio Gardano,
1562)
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